
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Text by the European Parliament's facilitators for the Inter-Party Dialogue, MEPs Vladimir 
BILČÍK, Tanja FAJON and former MEPs Knut FLECKENSTEIN and Eduard KUKAN. 
 

Pluralism and dialogue are the key words for the two phases of the Inter-Party Dialogue (IPD) 
process, which the European Parliament initiated together with the National Assembly of the 
Republic of Serbia in 2019 and which we are now concluding with our visit to Belgrade, ahead 
of the planned elections in spring 2022. We knew clearly, where we wanted to go with the IPD, 
namely, to create a space of dialogue among different political forces and to facilitate a process 
of exchange of positions on matters crucial to Serbia's democracy. This was the mandate we 
received from the European Parliament. We managed to reach out to all relevant political 
forces and bring their representatives together to discuss and engage in a constructive 
manner. This in itself was a considerable achievement of the IPD, as all those familiar with 
Serbian politics know very well. 
 
From the beginning, our role was neither to take any sides nor to present any ready-made 
solutions. Our role was to listen carefully, to provide opportunities for dialogue among political 
opponents and, if possible, to facilitate compromise on a few long-standing issues regarding 
the conditions for electoral competition and the situation in the media space, in line with the 
relevant ODIHR/OSCE reports. This, in fact, has happened. Our efforts created space for 
improving conditions for political competition. 
 
16 concrete measures, in the field of electoral competition and media space, based on the 
previous input from all participating parties, were outlined after the September round of the IPD 
process. These measures might not be the panacea for Serbia's democracy, but they 
constitute very concrete, tangible steps forward towards a fairer representative democracy in 
Serbia. 
 
Now, the responsibility for implementing the improvements regarding electoral conditions rests 
with the authorities and relevant public institutions but also with all political actors in Serbia 
who have been participating in the European Parliament's co-facilitated IPD process. When it 
comes to the media, the independence of the National Public Broadcaster and quality and 
independence of all other media providers in the country are crucial. Citizens across Serbia 
must be properly and duly informed. This is even more important for the media coverage during 
the pre-electoral and electoral period. There is also a need for continuous quality work of public 
institutions between electoral cycles in order to ensure application of the international and 
European standards for holding elections. 
 
The upcoming local, parliamentary, and presidential elections will be an important opportunity 
for Serbia's democracy. The IPD has always encouraged full participation of all relevant 
political parties in elections. We are glad to see that all political parties intend to participate this 
time in the upcoming elections.This is the only way to guarantee adequate political 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 
representation and to engage as many citizens as possible in the political future of the country. 
We call on all political parties, authorities and stakeholders to do their utmost so that these 
elections are free, fair and transparent. The political competition among the participating 
parties must remain civil. The European Parliament will also be present on the ground as part 
of an international election observation mission and will take a very close look at the conduct 
and outcome of these elections. 
 
Serbia has recently made an important step forward on its route towards EU membership. A 
further cluster in the negotiation process, consisting of four chapters was recently opened in 
Brussels. Further progress can be achieved through implementation of the IPD-led efforts to 
improve electoral conditions in Serbia. As current and former Members of the European 
Parliament we believe that the National Assembly of the Republic of Serbia is the natural place 
to promote pluralism and dialogue. The European Parliament stands ready to continue the 
work with the National Assembly, its Speaker and its Members in an effort to strengthen what 
should be the heart chamber of democracy and the key to Serbia's European future. 

 
 


